A WORLD OF GIN

GIN LIST

£4.00 per 25ml

Bombay Sapphire - Winchester

40%

Premium london dry, ten exotic botanicals, vapour distilled.
Pair with indian tonic & a wedge of lime.

Kokoro - Japan

42%

Japanese gin using fresh sansho berries. Earthy black pepper &
pine notes. Pair with aromatic tonic & a wedge of lime.

Masons Yorkshire Tea

42%

Yes thats right tea infused gin! A real masterpiece served in a
teapot. Pair with indian tonic & lemon.
Classic old style gin, juniper led, spice �inish.
Pair with indian tonic & pink grapefruit.

Ophir - London

Pronounced O'peer, peppery zesty gin with oriental
spice �inish. Try this one with ginger beer & lime.

Dancing Cow - Lymington

Smooth, English hops, with a citrus & sweet almond �inish.
Pair with elder�lower tonic & a wedge of lime.

Hendricks - Girvan, Scotland

Signature botanicals such as rose petals, rooted fruits.
Complimented by cucumber & a twist of black pepper. Pair with indian tonic.

Tanqueray Ten - Scotland

Passion & attention to the great Charles Tanqueray, Fresh citrus notes.
A classy number. Pair with aromatic tonic and blueberries.

Twisted Nose - Winchester

A right contender for the super premium gins out there, using local watercress
giving it a peppery �inish. Pair with aromatic tonic and pink grapefruit.

Edinburgh Raspberry Gin

Delicious tart raspberrys added with pure sugar cane. One for the sweet tooth.
Pair with elder�lower tonic, fresh raspberries & lime. Why not try it over ice.

Thomas Dakin - Manchester

Botanicals such as orange peel, English coriander, angelica, cubed pepper
and a hint of red cole. Pair with Mediterranean tonic & a slice of orange.

Wights Mermaid (my favourite) - Isle of Wight

Combined using botanicals sourced from the Island, including hand picked
rock samphire, boadicea hops, fresh lemon zest, elder�lower & grains of paradise.
Pair with elder�lower tonic and fresh lemon.

Edinburgh Rhubarb & Ginger

A sweet tangy rhubarb punch on the nose followed by lemon zest.
Pair with elder�lower tonic or on the rocks, you decide.

Elephant Dry - Hamburg

Award winning using rare african botanicals. Giving 15% pro�its from every
bottle to the African wildlife foundation. Pair with naturally light tonic & a wedge of apple.

Puerto de Indias - Sicillian

Beautiful strawberry notes bombing around the glass.
Pair with Mediterranean tonic & a strawberries & a wedge of lime.

Monkey Schwarzwald - Germany

From the black forest - bursting with herbs & mixed spices.
Pair with aromatic tonic blueberries & lime.

Hiltingbury Gin ( 1 mile away )

This really is as local as it gets, classic london dry.
Pair with lemon tonic and either pink grapefruit or lime.

G-vine Floraison - France

From Cognac distilled using Ugni green grapes, light & refreshing.
Pair with Mediterranean tonic & grapes.

Gin Mare - Barcelona

Pronounced Gin Mar-rey blended using olives, rosemary, basil
& ginger berries. Pair with Mediterranean tonic & a sprig of rosemary.

Daffys - Edinburgh

Copper pot distillery using lebanese mint and 10 other secret ingredients,
�inishing with a smooth buttery enchanting to the end.
Pair with naturally light tonic & fresh mint & raspberries.
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